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Motivation
Delay tolerant network

short communication range, sparsity, high mobility, and short communication duration

a connected path between a source and a destination may not exist at any point in time

messages need to be forwarded in a store- carry-forward paradigm







A DTN is characterized by its short communication range, sparsity, high mobility, and short communication duration. Due to the short communication range and sparsity, a connected path between a source and a destination may not exist at any point in time, and messages need to be forwarded in a store- carry-forward paradigm, where messages are compared to mail and forwarding nodes are compared to postmen. 
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Motivation
DTNs are typically limited in forwarding opportunities 








DTNs are typically limited in forwarding opportunities in terms of the number of and the duration of each contact. As shown in the Figure, most of the average inter-meeting times between a pair of vehicular nodes are between 1 day and 10 days, and most contact durations are less than 20 seconds. Many opportunistic forwarding algorithms are proposed to make efficient use of the limited forwarding opportunities. Most of these algorithms require the propagation of some kind of forwarding-information, which unfortunately has to compete with the forwarding of data messages for the limited forwarding opportunities. Since the bandwidth required by the propagation of fowarding information is usually proportional to the size of the network and the level of mobility, these algorithms are unsuitable for large-scale DTNs such as a self-organized vehicular network. 
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Motivation
We propose a local algorithm 

No exchange of  routing information among the nodes 

Named Localized Optimal Opportunistic Forwarding (LOOF) 








This paper proposes a forwarding algorithm that makes forwarding decisions based only on information collected locally. We define a local algorithm as one that does not require the exchange of forwarding-information among the nodes when no message needs to be forwarded.

it is the first opportunistic forwarding algorithm trying to optimize routing performance in DTNs that uses local information. Such a simple and localized forwarding algorithm is necessary in large-scale DTNs with limited communication opportunities. 

The proposed forwarding algorithm is named Localized Optimal Opportunistic Forwarding (LOOF) 
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LOOF
Assumption
Inter-meeting times between nodes are used

The proposed algorithm
Calculation of expected delays
Approximation
Routing algorithm







We assume that the inter-meeting time is the only available forwarding-information, which is the most widely used forwarding-information in DTNs and is easy to calculate locally. 

The proposed algorithm will be presented in three parts.
In the first part, we derive an optimal forwarding expected delay that global routing information, the inter-meeting times between each pair of nodes, is known to all nodes.
In the second part, we approximate the expected delays with only local knowledge of the network.
In the third part, we will discuss the routing algorithm that uses these approximated expected delays.
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LOOF
Temporarily assume that each node knows all inter-meeting times Iij, for each pair of nodes i and j
To derive the expected delays, we further assume there is a max hop-count for each message








As stated previously, we temporarily assume that each node knows all inter-meeting times Iij, for each pair of nodes i and j.
To derive the expected delays for each message in each node, we further assume there is a max hop-count for each message.
The forwarding nodes of the same message form a forwarding tree, as shown in the figure.
In the forwarding tree, when a message with remaining hop-count, say A, is forwarded to another node, say B,
Both nodes will keep a copy of the message, and both message will have their remaining hop-counts reduced by 1.
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LOOF
Recursively calculate the expected delay of a message in node A,  with remaining hop-count k

DAk=min {
             DAk-1  ,
             IAB + DBk-1
        }
DA0 = IAD 







The expected delay of a message in node with remaining hop-count k is calculated recursively with the expected delays of messages with remaining hop-count k-1.
To show the basic idea of the calculation.

[CLICK]
The expected delay of a message in node A, with remaining hop-count k, is the minimum of the same message in node A with a smaller remaining hop-count k-1,
And the IAB + DBk-1.
The later is the expected delay if the message must be forwarded to B first.

[CLICK]
Secondly, for a message in node A, with remaining hop-count 0, the expected delay is estimated directly by the inter-meeting time between A and the destination D of the message.
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LOOF
Approximation the expected delay with local information

DXk-1 , for X≠A, is approximated by Dak-1

IXY , for X≠A or Y≠A, is approximated by I
I is the average inter-meeting time that node A estimates locally








However, the expected delay calculation we just derived may not be practical since some of the data used is not available locally.
In LOOF, we approxiate DXk-1 , for X≠A, by Dak-1 , and IXY , for X≠A or Y≠A, by I.

Here, I is the average inter-meeting time that node A estimates locally

Although we use only local information, LOOF still possesses the following merits: (1) it evaluates the capability of a forwarding node for a given message among all possible forwarding nodes, instead of performing simple comparison between the forwarding node and the current node, and (2) the estimated expected delays that it uses reflect not only the delivery capacities of the forwarding nodes, but also the statuses of the messages being forwarded. Having these advantages is the reason that the proposed algorithm has a superior performance over the compared localized forwarding algorithm, as shown in our simulation results. 
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LOOF
Forwarding algorithm

Whenever node A encounters node B
For each message m in A with k>1

Node B sends DBk-1 to node A

Node A sends a copy of m to B if   DAk>DBk-1
If m is forwarded, the remaining hop-counts of both copies becomes k-1 







With the expected delay of the messages calculated, the LOOF forwarding messages according to the following rules:
Whenever node A encounters node B
For each message m in A with k>1

Node B sends DBk-1 to node A

Node A sends a copy of m to B if   DAk>DBk-1
If the message is forwarded, the remaining hop-counts of both copies are reduced to k-1 
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Simulation

Simulation traces
Cambridge Haggle traces 
UMassDieselNet trace 

Comparison
Delivery rate,
Forwardings cost
Delay 











We evaluate the proposed algorithm, LOOF, against other forwarding algorithms by using four Cambridge Haggle traces and the UMassDieselNet trace.
The forwarding algorithms are compared in terms of delivery rate, forwardings cost, and delay 
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Simulation

Compared protocols
Spray and wait
Quality
Delegation
OOF
Reach








The compared algorithms include: Spray-and- wait , Quality forwarding , Delegation forwarding, and OOF.
Reach forwarding is a simple algorithm we devise to compare with LOOP. It sends a copy of the message to every node encountered that has a chance to the destination. 
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Simulation









The most important value in our simulation is the delivery rate. LOOF has similar delivery rate to that of OOF. In the trace Cambridge, LOOF delivers 30% more messages than the second-best algorithms, Delegation and Reach, and delivers twice the number of messages than Spray-and-wait and Quality. 
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Simulation









In the trace UMassDieselNet (Figure 3(a)), LOOF delivers 15% more messages than the second-best algorithms, Delegation and Reach, and delivers 60% more messages than Spray-and-wait and Quality. 
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Simulation










We measure the costs of the forwarding algorithms in terms of the average number of forwardings per message, which is calculated from the messages that are delivered by all forwarding algorithms. The number of forwardings may increase or decrease as the TTL changes. The number of forwardings in all forwarding algorithms is less than 8. 
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Simulation









In the trace UMassDieselNet, the delay of LOOF is about 15% smaller than other localized forwarding algorithms, 
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Simulation









in the Cambridge trace delays are similar. 
To sum up, the delivery rate of LOOF approximates that of the optimal opportunistic forwarding algorithm with global information (OOF) in some traces, and its delivery rate is much better than the compared localized forwarding algorithms in all traces. 
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Conclusion
A localized optimal opportunistic forwarding algorithm

It approximates the performance of the optimal forwarding algorithm with global information in several traces









In this paper, we proposed a localized optimal opportunistic forwarding algorithm, which minimizes delay with a limited number of copies per message. The proposed forwarding algo-ithm makes forwarding decisions based only on information collected locally; no information, except for the real data, is required to be exchanged among the nodes, which makes this forwarding algorithm particularly suitable for large-scale DTNs. Simulation results showed that the proposed algorithm approximates the performance of the optimal forwarding algorithm with global information in several traces. 
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